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SESSION INFORMATION 

A. TARGET DATA: 
Task/Target No. . 92-65-L . 
Session No. . 01 . 

B. PERSONNEL DATA: 
Source No. . 049 . 
Monitor's No. . N/A . 
Beacon/Sender No. . N/A . 

c. SESSION DATA: 
Date Task Received . 02 JUN 92 . 
Session Date . II . 

start Time . 1330 . 
Stop Time : 1427 

Method Used . ERV . 
Aids/Distractions (Pis) . Slamming doors by other viewers . 
Pre-session Hunches (AVs) . None . 
Date Summary Returned . 03 JUN 92 . 

D. EVALUATION DATA: 
Viewer's Estimate . -------------------. 
Evaluator's Estimate . . 

E. SESSION SUMMARY: 

The target contains a series of low, bread-loaf shaped 
objects reminiscent of a series of storage bunkers or sod houses. 
The vegetation is sparse. These objects appear to sit on top of a 
knoll or on the edge of a mesa or plateau. Empty sky appears 
behind them. 

There are circular, hollow coils reminiscent of tubing or 
hoses. They are lying somewhat haphazardly near the last object 
mentioned above. There are blue colored clouds or mist that is 
rolling in from below the edge of the plateau or mesa. There is a 
certain "finality" associated with this location. 

There is a group of individuals, all female clustered near the 
edge of a. flat, open area. The impression is that of a grandmother 
type woman lecturing or scolding one of the smaller, shorter 
individuals. Several others are standing around as if listening to 
the "older" one. However, the peculiar aspect of this scene is 
that all of the individuals have a wooden appearance; as if carved 
out of wood. They take on a static, artificial appearance as time 
went on. They, in turn, were engulfed with the mist or smoke. 
However, the mist or smoke was blue-gray and not blue this time. 
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TASKING SHEET 

SOURCE NO. /J If cf' 
DATE .) 0~ 9 2,. 

(fl' , 

susPENSE: Cd /j .,. 2 .JvN 9'· ..L 

TASK NUMBER=----9~-l_-~t,~-:S_- -_L ___________ _ 

METHOD /TECHNIQUE =-~~~"""~..-:;_.-1-d(.-J-..___~..-.._'---=..ck..-::JC.. __ 41d.-=-<,,o:~-~_,_J___._ ___ _ 

'fARGE'l~ DATA: 

L DESCRIBE KEY TARGET FEATURES: 

Include forms, shapes, densities, dimensional 
aspects, colors, Dynamics. 

Provide an overhead, ground-level perspective. 

2 ,, IDENTIFY KEY TARGET CONTENT: 

Describe purpose, function, and people at the site 
( if any) . 

- Other: 

3. PERSONALITY TARGET: 

;:...,...:.~L·....;.ss _b:;i.<.is~cc~~, i~L~1· ........ u.J...., L:'.JL~0'--1-u .... u....L, L.11....-~.1..1-~L-~ll.O.j_ O.llC.. 
philosophical and professional aspects of target personality. 

Describe avocations and dominant interests. 

Describe notable accomplishments ascribed to the 
personality.~-----------.~ 

DESCRIBE THE TARGET: 

5. OPTIONAL COORDINATES: :J..-<. 7 f" / 3/ )./ {) _!, / / .{, 

COMMENTS: ~.,,?(Va,~ :l~F 
~d!, ,rY/; Ir 7 ~ a£ /..J ,,-t -fu. 

6. 
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